expense
What is Expense by Lentune?
Expense by Lentune takes the headache out of expense
claims. Staff can either capture receipts directly from their
phone as they happen or whenever is convenient. Lentune
will automatically reconcile them to your bank statement
and if it all matches up, submit it and the job is done.
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Lentune has invested heavily in its user interface to allow
users to view, create and update expense details all from
the one screen. Simple well-thought-out software is what
we do.
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Key Features
By breaking the expense claim process down into key
stages Lentune has been able to streamline the whole
process and generate significant time savings for your
business. Combining this with the ability to add key
compliance controls and Lentune will ultimately help
reduce costs within your business.
• Capture expenses via multiple channels with Lentune’s
phone app or web browser interface. Expenses can be
captured directly from your email or just drag and drop
scanned images, photos or PDFs directly from your
desktop.
• Run your approvals the way you want with Lentune’s
flexible approval structure.
• With Lentune’s dashboard and monthly reporting you
can analyse what your business is spending money on
and which staff are doing the spending.
• Lentune can process both company credit cards and
cash expenses. Users can even run multiple credit card
from different banks.
• Eliminate the storage and handling costs associated
with paper expense claims. Lentune will electronically
store all your claims and receipts for as long as you
require. What’s more your expenses can now be easily
searched, viewed or forwarded whenever they are
needed, from anywhere.
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Your staff will love the simplicity of capturing expenses
via Lentune’s smart phone app, eliminating the need to
keep bulky receipts.
Managers will find approvals clear and uncomplicated.
But most importantly they can review them from
anywhere with an internet connection.
Automation is an accounts departments dream, it will
save a significant amount of time for your team and they
will gain valuable insight into your company’s spend
through Lentune’s monthly analysis.

Why Lentune
Lentune has been developing software for over 20 years.
Our products range from our famous wholesaler ERP
system, through to our accounts payable automation
module. Over the last few years Lentune has identified
the needs for smarter automation software, particularly
paperless solutions. With this new demand, we have been
quickly expanding our portfolio based on our customer’s
needs and requests. We are always reinvesting in our
software and firmly believe development should be
driven by our customers’ needs.
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